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4A Eunice Chan 
ime has flown and suddenly we have completed the academic 

year 2018-2019. Have you noticed how our College has 

adopted a new approach by having different student leaders give 

speeches in important events such as the Opening Ceremony, 

Foundation Day or the End of Term Ceremony? HLC values its 

students’ opinions as 

 

T 

they help to create a more student-centred environment 

that, in turn, fosters a stronger sense of belonging. At the 

same time, students can also build their confidence on 

stage, and enrich their school lives in all its forms. 

Last but not least, although we are thrilled to have student 

journalists report on school events, HLCian Press would 

also like to hear YOUR voice as the school belongs to 

each and every one of you, so tell us what events you 

would like us to report on! 
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fter 3 years of hard 

work, our students’, 

teachers’ and lastly 

parents’ hard work has 

finally borne fruit. The 

seeds they sowed have 

grown into success.  

Congratulations to those 

who achieved 

distinguished results in 

their DSE! All of us from 

HLC wish you the best of 

luck in your future careers 

and education. Whichever 

path you choose to take,  

we will support you 

wholeheartedly.  

A 

Fervent Learners 

3B Elisa Lau 
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Fervent Learners 

 

5** 5** 5* 5* 5* Best 5 Scores 

Maths Bio Eng Chem M2 32 

 
 
1. How do you feel about your DSE results? 

I think I did okay in my DSE. In some subjects I did better than expected, while in others I wish I could have 

done better. Nonetheless, I’m grateful for what I got and I feel that my hard work has paid off. 

2. Where did your inspiration to study come from? 

I thought of good food, and all the things I could have or do after I had finished my DSE revision. If I work 

hard, I will be allowed to enjoy these things. 

  

3. How did you study for the DSE? 

I studied mostly in the morning and then 2-3 hours in the afternoon and at night respectively. I did exercises 

from work-out videos in the afternoon when I didn’t feel like studying. This improved my sleep quality and 

made me feel refreshed enough to study again. 

4. What would you say to encourage senior form students who are taking their DSE next? 

Don’t think about how hard or how tiring studying is; think instead about everything that lies in wait when 

you’re done. Also, remember to take care of both your mental and physical health while studying. Don’t 

compare yourself with others; just do your best without regrets! 
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Fervent Learners 

5** 5** 5* 5* 5* Best 5 Scores 

Chem BAFS Maths Phy M2 32 

 
 
 
 
 

1. How do you feel about your DSE results? 

I was actually quite surprised at first. I never thought that a student like me could achieve results like these. I 

would like to express my gratitude to all my dear teachers wholeheartedly. Thank you for devoting so much time 

each day to assisting us with our studies. Without you all, I wouldn’t have achieved such satisfying results. 

2. Where did your inspiration to study come from? 

I wanted to prove a Tin Shui Wai kid could be a good student. In many people’s minds, Tin Shui Wai is heavily 

stigmatised. Every time I google ‘Tin Shui Wai’, phrases like ‘child gangs’ and ‘town of sadness’ pop up, and I’m 

fed up with these negative connotations! I wanted to prove, at least to the people I know, that we, Tin Shui Wai 

kids, can be high-flyers too! 

3. How did you study for the DSE? 

A well-planned schedule helped me a lot during my study breaks. It allowed me to revise with a clear goal each 

day so that I wouldn’t miss any topics, as everything was recorded and scheduled. Try planning your studies 

ahead and it will definitely boost your performance. But remember to leave yourself some time to rest as well, 

or else you will be putting tremendous pressure on yourself. 

4. What would you say to encourage senior form students who are taking their DSE next? 

The DSE isn’t the be-all or end-all, or even anything to be scared of. It is just another ordinary exam like any of 

your previous ones. If you believe in yourself, that’s half the battle. It will be much easier to succeed if you are 

confident. Good luck! 
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n late June, the Public Speech and Debate Club  

members took part in two debate tournaments and 

achieved excellent results. Our junior team members 

advanced impressively into the Hong Kong Secondary 

Schools Debating Competition District Final. During the 

competition, they presented various fresh perspectives 

and convincing arguments. Despite having a 

comparatively soft voice, our junior team members still 

managed to advance powerful ideas and rebuttals to 

our opponents’ case. Eventually, they prevailed and 

successfully claimed the championship! 

Along with our junior team’s overwhelming success, the 

senior team members also participated in the 4th New 

Territories Joint-school British Parliamentary Debating 

Tournament, where they competed against strong 

debaters from numerous international schools. 

Throughout the preliminary rounds, our debaters faced 

an array of formidable teams who made our senior team 

feel like they were outplayed, and in danger of being 

edged out of the grand final. Nevertheless, they were 

able to enter the final round in which they replied to the 

opposing arguments eloquently and kept their 

composure in stressful situations. In the end, not only 

did they come first runners-up, but they also benefited 

from these very valuable experiences. 

I 
5B Natalie Woo 

Fervent Learners 
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Graduation Day: An Entrepôt of End and Beginning      4A Kahlina Lam 

Graduation season is here. For some students, Graduation Day is one of the best days in their lives as it marks the end 

of a year of hard work after days of challenging exams. But for many, it also means that they are about to say goodbye 

to their beloved teachers and classmates who have always been there through the ups and downs. It seems like 

yesterday that people first met at school and now they are saying goodbye to each other. Although everything has gone 

by so fast, students have learned lifelong lessons from their secondary school experiences. Be them bitter or sweet, they 

all have shaped us who we are today. 

On 31st May 2019, all S6 HLCians filled with glittering dreams put on black gowns for the first time in their life, entering 

a new chapter in life as an independent and responsible individual for their future, the community and the world. Mr. 

Wong Kam-sing, GBS, JP, the Secretary for the Environment, kickstarted the ceremony restating his concerns about 

global warming and environmental sustainability. His speech reminded us that we are not only responsible for our 

actions but also the planet that we live on. Just like cultures passed down by our HLC alumni, we hope the future HLCians 

will be able to enjoy the beauty of nature through preserving the environment in HLC, Tin Shui Wai and Hong Kong.  

‘Every end has a new beginning’. Graduation is not the end; it is the opening of a new chapter in life. HLCians are going 

to devote themselves to society. They will pursue their dreams, finding and figuring out their directions in life. As an S4 

student, it seems that dedicating ourselves to the community may make us feel defenseless or even forlorn at first. 

However, we will be meeting new people, learning new things, setting new goals, or going to wherever the path of life 

leads us to. Grades will no longer be overwhelmingly significant as we will not be restricted to learning from books and 

theorems, but lessons of mistakes. Only through which can we turn into someone we wish to become one day. 

The Graduation Ceremony was a thrilling moment for everyone including the graduates, parents, teachers and the future 

graduates-to-be. Heading into the next stage in life is never effortless, but accepting and getting used to our life changes 

can always give impetus to our success. 

 

 

 

Fervent Learners 
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Graduation is the closing of one chapter and the opening of a completely new one. We are so preoccupied with 

our own lives that we often lose the chance to stop and celebrate the moment. 

The 31st of May marked a pivotal moment for the educational journey of HLC Class of 2019. We were so 

honoured that Mr. Wong Kam-sing, GBS, JP, Secretary for the Environment took time out of his hectic schedule 

to attend our 8th Graduation Ceremony. We were all thankful for his speech, inspiring our graduates to prepare 

for the future ahead, treasuring the environment and living more fully in the moment. It was a very special 

moment, as there is really no other point in our lives in which we receive so much advice and support in one 

night.  

I could witness the excitement and the nervousness of the graduates. The moment that six years had been 

leading up to was about to occur. Waiting for their own name to be called, they moved onto the stage one by 

one. As they rushed and jumped down the hallways, I felt their sense of achievement, of triumph, but also a 

sense of loss, even as they smiled for photographs and hugged their friends and family.  

Being one of the student ambassadors and performers for the Graduation Ceremony five years in a row, I have 

learnt that graduations can be cliché, but they gave us one of the life’s greatest lessons, which is to appreciate 

and cherish every moment of our lives. Even though graduation marks the end of school, the importance of 

reflection should continue throughout our lives. As many people always say that the big milestone like 

graduations tends to be the most exciting one, but the little moments in between are often even more special 

as they establish life’s biggest milestone.  

I hope all graduates are grateful for all of the wonderful experiences they have had over the last 6 years in HLC 

and are thrilled about their adventures ahead. 

 

 

 

5A Chloe Chan Graduation Day: Celebration of the Moment 
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4A Kahlina Lam 

Finland is by far one of the best countries I have been to. The scenery, the food, the people and 

almost everything else there have shown me a new side of the world. Besides enjoying my time 

with friends, I have learnt and gained a lot through this trip.  

 

It was my first time talking with Finns and it was definitely not easy! Most of them do not speak 

English as fluently as I had expected and many don’t even realise that they are talking to you in 

Finnish. For a while, I questioned my own standard of English, but the guide told us it was indeed 

very common in Finland for the local people to mix up English and Finnish. Luckily, we 

communicated through body language and hand gestures whenever we couldn’t understand 

each other. Although it may not be the most effective way of communicating, I would say it was 

indeed a fun experience for me. At one point, I was having such a great time that I was almost 

late for the bus, after handing out presents with my friend in the Santa Claus town. The whole 

team was waiting for us! Luckily, we dashed back to the bus just in time. Phew! 

 

Fervent Learners 
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Fervent Learners 

4A Donald Chu 

After nine days of wonderful new experiences in Finland, I rejoice in the memories and good 

times with my friends that keep bringing a smile to my face. The most unforgettable thing was 

that my friends celebrated my birthday with me in a foreign country! 

However, the tour was not just about fun. I also learnt a lot more about the diverse Finnish 

cultures, from Nordic myths to the local lifestyle and from Finnish art to history. For instance, I 

learnt that Finland was once ruled by Russia and Sweden. Among all the surprising facts, what 

impressed me the most was Finland's education system.  

We had the opportunity to pay a visit to a local university where local Finnish teachers hosted 

some talks outlining the characteristics of their education system. I think the education system 

caters to the strengths of different individuals and allows students to enter society as people from 

all walks of life. Instead of merely forcing everyone to go to university, students can also join 

vocational training programmes. In other words, students have more flexibility to fulfill their 

interests when entering the field of work. 
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Although there were no other students from S1 on our study trip to Finland, I soon met Sue Lee, 

who quickly became a good friend. 

The first day was my favourite. We visited the Santa Claus Village, the Reindeer Farm and the 

Husky Farm. I love puppies and dogs and that's one of the reasons why I wanted to join the study 

tour. 

We learned about an important Sámi legend called the ‘four winds hat’. The legend goes that the 

four winds used to blow however they wanted. One morning the world would be green and warm, 

but then it became cold and snowy. Sometimes, all four winds blew at the same time. One day a 

shaman came to Lapland. He was lonely so he lit the fire in his hut, and began to hum a yoik and 

play his drum. The four winds heard the yoiking, and came to see the shaman in his hut, eventually 

falling asleep by the fire. The warmth caused the four winds to shrink until they could fit in his hand. 

The shaman then took off his hat and put each of the winds in it. The trapped winds begged to be 

let out, but the shaman said, “I will release you only if you all agree to blow one at a time.” The 

winds agreed: the north wind would blow only in wintertime; the east wind would blow in the spring; 

the south wind would blow warmly in the summer evenings; and in September the winds of fall 

would come. As a reminder of this promise, all the men in Lapland still wear a four winds hat. 

Like the Shaman, I’ve therefore learned not to be afraid when you’re alone.  

 

 

 

1B Wincci Hiu 

Fervent Learners 
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I recently took part in the annual school study tour to the Northern European country of Finland. We 

went to numerous cities, including Rovaniemi, located on the border of the Arctic Circle and the vast 

region of Lapland, and the beautiful capital city of Helsinki, which has lots of Swedish and Russian 

imperial architecture and has a coastline touching the Baltic Sea.  

During the trip, we were told about Finland’s renowned education system, which allows students to 

choose different academic pathways. We also explored the rich history of Finland, from the nomadic 

Saami People who originated in Lapland, to the colonial period during the Swedish and the Russian 

Empires, to the modern history of Finnish participation in the World Wars. Suomenlinna, a fortress 

built on an island off the Helsinki shorelines, was a particular favourite. Perhaps the best attraction, 

though, was the ‘Santa Claus Village’, the official home of Santa Claus, located in the village of 

Rovaniemi, where we met the man himself! 

True to its moniker "the country of thousand lakes", the spectacular natural beauty of Finland really 

impressed me, as did the visits to the Ranua Wildlife Park, where we saw Polar Bears, Owls and 

the Chestnut Bear, the national animals of Finland. It was also both a unique and peculiar experience 

to see the Midnight Sun and to sleep during the “daytime”! 

Finland deserves to be visited by people across the planet, and I am truly thankful that the school 

provided us with this invaluable opportunity! 

 

 

2A Kason Leung 

Fervent Learners 
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Fervent Learners 
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In late July, I was lucky enough to participate in a STEM 

programme at Oxford and Cambridge Universities. Despite 

the fact that the programme was only two-week long, this 

one-in-a-lifetime experience had definitely broadened my 

horizons and changed my perception of the world.  

 

What makes this journey extraordinary and different from 

the previous summer camps I joined was that we were 

encouraged to think critically with intriguing and thought-

provoking questions. For instance, our Maths professor gave 

us a seemingly “impossible” task – that was to create our 

own ways to interpret numerous unsolved conjectures.  

 

While in another robotics lecture, we were required to 

construct the longest bridge as possible by only utilizing 

some unlocked spaghetti and masking tapes. Not given 

another clues, we had to use our creativity and innovative 

thoughts to accomplish the mission. I then reflected on the 

education system in Hong Kong, which put more focus on 

“correct answers” instead of “possible solutions”. I 

appreciate the lessons I had here encouraged us to think out 

of the box and be more expressive. 

 

I sometimes have the feeling that the DSE curriculum is 

turning me into an “exam machine”, who could only learn by 

reciting facts in textbooks. Nevertheless, this irreplaceably 

valuable learning experience provided an opportunity for me 

to acquire the ability to think critically, be creative and learn 

effectively. Creativity and all these skills are actually inborn; 

it’s just whether or not we are given a chance to flourish.  

 

Fervent Learners 
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5B Edith Wong 

Fervent Learners 

The learning experience of the Oxford and Cambridge 

summer courses was distinctly different, in a 

refreshing way, from my day to day secondary school 

life. I felt amazed to attend lectures in a lecture hall 

for the first time as it gave me a welcome taste of 

what’s to come when I formally arrive at the gates of 

tertiary education. I was taken by surprise that how 

thought-provoking and captivating the courses were.  

 

Many of the class activities encouraged us to think 

about a broader scheme of things creatively, and they 

even delved into ethics. In one robotics course, we 

were told to create a robot which helped us solve 

small problems that people may encounter in daily 

life. Despite not being very interested in robotics, the 

critical thinking that we were required to exercise is a 

valuable resource that will serve me well in the 

future.  

 

The flip side of the programme is even valuable for 

me, I sometimes also had to sit through classes I had 

no interest in, like aviation, as a result of not choosing 

the right course. It’s a reminder for me to pick classes 

that will actually pique my interest and keep me 

engaged. It also reminds me that not every part of my 

university life will appeal to me, but that’s okay. I just 

have to make the best of it and keep going. 

Sometimes you get the short end of the stick, and 

that’s what you have to live with. 
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This was my first time having lectures at both the University of Oxford and University of Cambridge.  

 

Throughout these 14 days, I might not be able to master all I have learnt. Yet, I was equipped with different 

problem-solving skills and acquired some new knowledge. Take my Mathematics lesson as an example. It was my 

first, yet the most difficult lesson that I have ever had. I was asked to prove one of the unsolved problems in 

Mathematics, the Legendre’s Conjecture. Provided that I have not even heard of this conjecture, I had no idea on 

what I should do. After an hour of discussion with my groupmates searching for information on the Internet, we 

finally came up with some ideas. Despite the fact that we were not able to solve it, it was the hard work that 

counted eventually.  

 

Furthermore, the last lecture we had was designed for sharpening our critical thinking. During the lesson, we took 

a look at some philosophical questions like “Do security people step out their comfort zones easily?” which we 

rarely touch on in the lessons in Hong Kong. These thought-provoking questions allowed us to think out of the 

box. This can definitely help when we are dealing with some unexpected questions in exams and daily life.  

 

To wrap up, I have learnt how to find different ways of solving problems and I believe this is what we need for our 

future studies. 

 

 

 

  

5B Bosco Chan 

Fervent Learners 
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Fervent Learners 

3D Horace Chang 

I was fortunate enough to be selected out of 100 Hong Kong applicants as one of the six student 

representatives to join the Liverpool FC UK Residential Camp Programme. It was an eye opening 

experience. Not only did I meet many people from across the globe, Egyptians, Germans, French 

and so on but also I brushed up my football skills with these excellent footballers. We spent a week 

training together and learning about one another’s cultures.  

One of the highlights was in fact, the realization of one of my dreams: going to Anfield, the 

Liverpools  Liverpool’s Stadium. While I was 

standing in this magnificent 

football ground I was stunned 

and speechless. So, I strongly 

encourage all of you that if you 

want your dream to come true, 

you must work hard and never 

give up.  
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ooray and a round of applause  

to the teacher-student 

basketball game! It was remarkably 

smooth and exciting. All teachers 

and students, especially from S.6, 

had a marvelous memory and they 

will definitely remember the 

precious moment when they shot 

the ball. The basketball players’ 

vigorous spirit are laudable with 

their teamwork.  

"Thank you for bringing me this 

enchanting match! " gushed the 

H 

Fervent Learners 

3A Jojo Li 
I am very glad that our school provided us with the opportunity to participate in this programme. This course 

allowed me to understand our society and the world more thoroughly. I am more aware of different social 

issues around the world and what perseverance is. 

To be honest, when I first joined this programme, I didn’t think it would be useful for me and I was not 

interested in it. However, when we were doing the projects and interviews, I found they were quite intriguing. 

In May, we were required to do a big project about different issues concerning global citizens. For example, 

poverty, equity, education and so on.  

Although it was a big challenge, I tried my best to overcome it. In the end, we achieved a lot, including 

interviewing and observing people from all walks of life. By doing lots of research and planning, I have 

broadened my horizons in ways that can’t be acquired from books or school alone. I was really surprised by 

how fruitful the programme could be and grateful that our group project was highly appreciated. 

Doubtless, this programme was challenging. However, I have benefited a lot as it has provided me, and all of 

us, with a valuable chance to learn more about the world. 
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We really didn’t think of anything when we started working. All that went through our heads 

was, “Ugh, another assignment, let’s just get it done quickly.” However, our interest slowly 

grew throughout the process of doing research and preparing for the presentation which really 

got our adrenaline going. We became invested and passionate about our project as we finally 

understood the aim of our tasks: we can make a difference! Therefore, we were all grateful 

for this project as it made us not only grow closer in terms of our relationships, but also in 

leadership. 

3B Elisa Lau 

Fervent Learners 
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Academic Activities 

t was gratifying that our ceremony started 

with a prize presentation that recognized 

the teacher contributions and the students' 

remarkable academic results. It also ended with 

a video to help us keep all those memories in our 

minds.  

I 

4A Esther Lin 
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n late May, a number of 

students joined the 19th  

Hong Kong Schools Putonghua 

Speech and Art Competition. 

With the training provided by 

the teachers, our students have 

achieved excellent results – 2 

championships, 5 first runners-

ups and 2 second runners-ups 

in total. During the competition, 

students observed and learnt 

from other elite competitors. 

The judges also kindly gave 

them some practical advice for 

further improvement. It is 

doubtless that this experience 

has been beneficial to the 

students and has, in turn, 

enabled them to improve in 

giving speeches and gaining 

more self-confidence. 

I 

Academic Activities 

5B Viola Chan 
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he Traditional Chinese 

Theatrical Opera is one of 

the most popular forms of 

entertainment in mainland 

China. The acting masks 

indicate different characters’ 

personality and definitely give 

a boost to the performance. 

Our school displayed various 

Chinese acting masks which 

gave students a superb 

opportunity to take a close 

look at this kind of acting prop 

so as to have a peek at 

Chinese culture. 

T 

Academic Activities 

4A Vicky Ng 
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Academic Activities 

tudents who are interested in 

Chinese writing visited Jao 

Tsung-I Academy in June. It’s a 

tranquil place which provides 

inspiration for any kind of creative 

work, with birds singing and flowers 

blooming. In this beautiful 

environment, students wrote short 

poems about the scenery they saw 

and shared with each other. They 

also learnt about the great history of 

the founder Jao Tsung-I. It was 

really a good chance for students to 

practise their writing skills and relax 

during the staycation. 

 

S 

4A Vicky Ng 
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n May, HLC students (Cheryl, Max, Katie 

and Hadrian) paid a visit to the RTHK 

radio station. They were guests on the radio 

station’s podcast, Teen Time, one of the most 

popular English programs in Hong Kong 

among teenagers. This trip provided our 

students with yet another opportunity to 

speak with the host and share their interests. 

Our students had a great time at the radio 

station and thoroughly enjoyed talking about 

their favourite movies.  

 

While recording the podcast, all our students 

were exceptionally eager to share their all-

time favourite movie. Surprisingly, all their 

picks were non-local. Cheryl’s was Little 

Forest, a Korean feel-good movie; Max’s was 

Three Idiots, an Indian comedy; Katie’s was 

Inception, a sci-fi action movie; and 

I 

Academic Activities 

among teenagers. This trip provided our students with yet another opportunity to speak with the 

host and share their interests. Our students had a great time at the radio station and thoroughly 

enjoyed talking about their favourite movies.  

While recording the podcast, all our students were exceptionally eager to share their all-time 

favourite movie. Surprisingly, all their picks were non-local. Cheryl’s was Little Forest, a Korean 

feel-good movie; Max’s was Three Idiots, an Indian comedy; Katie’s was Inception, a sci-fi action 

movie; and Hadrian’s was Baby Driver, a musical action movie. 

Wanna know how interesting it was? Scan the QR code:  
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Academic Activities 

 

rt enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time.” -Thomas Merton.  

Art is the sine qua non of one’s life as it is with us everywhere we go.  

Some of our S4 and S5 students went to Glow Like That, an art exhibition in Victoria Dockside 

presented by K11 Art Foundation. This was an array of remarkable contemporary art by 16 artists 

with different backgrounds and cultures. It was truly an eye-opening experience as we usually 

perceive “art” as paintings and such, but art can be anything, ranging from fabrics to lights. Art is 

definitely more about the story or the meaning behind the art pieces. 

“A 
4A Wendy Poon 
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to complete so many courses. The 

answer is simple: I love learning, 

especially what I'm interested in. 

Learning is a lifelong journey. 

Obstacles shouldn’t stop us from 

moving forwards! 

Academic Activities 

As the old saying goes ‘Learning is a lifelong 

journey’. Learning is not just about exams or DSE, 

but about self-development and satisfying our 

curiosity.  

Following my interest is how I started my MOOC 

journey. I was very fortunate to be able to take part 

in the MOOC mentorship program, and am very 

grateful to my former Maths teacher, who provided 

me with a high degree of freedom and a lot of 

support over what I studied. On the day I signed up 

for edX, I spotted a PolyU anatomy course, one of 

my favourite topics. This is how I chose my very first 

course. 

Naturally, throughout my learning journey on edX, I 

faced challenges and, yes, failures. But I am so 

grateful to my school teachers who supported me 

through these experiences, especially when I faced 

difficulties in Maths and Programming.  

Many people have asked me about how I managed 

6D Crystal Lau 
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Fervent Learners 

The S1 Bridging Course gave students the preliminary 

taste of being HLCians and prepared them for the 

English-rich learning environment. Students were 

encouraged to participate enthusiastically in the course 

in which tutors from renowned drama schools were hired 

to conduct interactive lessons with the Pre-S1 students.  

In the beginning, students were introduced to the play, 

Romeo and Juliet, written by the great playwright, William 

Shakespeare. Not only did the course strengthen their 

reading and listening skills, but the students were also 

exposed to different aspects of English culture that are 

encapsulated by English literature.  

The most exciting part of the course was that the Pre-S1 

students performed their drama show on the last day. 

Rewriting the selected classic plays and rehearsing with 

great effort, all of them walked out of their comfort zone 

and became much more confident in themselves.  
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We are delighted to have new S1 students joining our HLC 

family. In order to help them adapt to the new environment, 

an S1 Orientation Day was arranged on 31st August 2019. On 

that day, fellow HLCians and school teachers prepared an array 

of team building games to help the upcoming S1 students 

know more about the school theme and cultures. All students 

treasured the time in knowing more about one another. We 

hope all the S1 students will all be “fervent learners” and lead 

an “enriching life”, in the coming year!  

Six students in HLC joined the Job Tasting Programme during the 

summer, working in a law firm, an engineering company, a mobile 

company etc. We worked in Deloitte China and the Hong Kong 

Housing Society respectively. We gained firsthand experience of 

the job market that most secondary school students aren’t able 

to have at school. This programme has also helped us to figure out 

what sorts of subjects we may want to apply for in JUPAS. 

Fervent Learners 
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ecently, our schoolmates participated in the Yuen 

Long Inter-school Badminton Competition. They 

joined the Boys B Grade, Boys C grade, Girls B Grade 

and Girls C Grade matches. The Girls C Grade 

Badminton Team came second-runners up in the 

competition. Their hard work paid off. Congratulations 

on their achievements! 

R 

5A YY Tse 

Other Learning Experiences 
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n July, students from the Drama Club, Orchestra, Dance Club and Choir, along with some teachers, 

went to Shatin Pui Ying College to watch a stunning English musical, a “Twinkle of the Aye”, which 

was their 10th production. It’s an arts-in-education project involving more than 250 students and 

teachers with the aim of enhancing an overall English learning environment and unleashing their 

students’ potential. From this experience, our students have gained insights for future musicals.  

 

I 

Other Learning Experiences 

5A Chloe Chan 

was their 10th production. 

It’s an arts-in-education 

project involving more 

than 250 students and 

teachers with the aim of 

enhancing an overall 

English learning 

environment and 

unleashing their 

students’ potential. From 

this experience, our 

students have gained 

insights for our 15th 

Anniversary Musical.  
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Name of Event / Competition Name of Award Student Name and Class 

第十九屆全港學界 

普通話傳藝比賽 

 

初中詩歌組冠軍 2B 熊文文 

初中節目主持人組 

冠軍  

2E 彭阳雨 

初中詩歌組亞軍 1B 邱婷婷 

初中散文組亞軍 3C 查悦生 

初中古詩組季軍 2E 梁寶文 

初中組散文季軍 3A 鄺玉齡 

高中古詩組亞軍 4A 彭仲謙 

高中詩歌組亞軍 5B 陳昕彤 

高中散文組亞軍 5D 朱潔慧 

第二十一屆全港中小學普通話 

演講比賽 

初中新界區良好獎 2E 梁寶文 

3A 關銘琳 

初中新界區優異獎 3A 高銘禧 

初中銅獎兼獲 

新界區優異星獎 

2B 熊文文 

高中新界區良好獎 5B 陳信僖 

5D 朱潔慧 

高中新界區優異獎 4A 彭仲謙 

高中銀獎兼獲 

新界區優異星獎 

5B 陳昕彤 

最傑出參與學校 香港青年協會李兆基書院 

Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao 

Bay Area English and 

Cantonese Speech Competition 

2019 

1st Runner-up 1A Yuan Liao (Leo) 

1D Hung Shing Chi (Gilary) 

3B Lau Hoi Chin Elisa 

2nd Runner-up 3C Walker Mandarin Alexis 

Merit 1E Law Hiu Yan (Anson) 

2D Cheng For Tung (Jayden) 

2E Pun Hok Yin (Andy) 

2E Peng Yangyu (Sally) 

Student Achievements 
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Name of Event / Competition Name of Award Student Name and Class 

Australian National Chemistry 

Quiz 

High Distinction  5B Osmund Jeremy Andrew 

Credit  5B Woo Yeuk Hei (Natalie) 

ChemWork organized by The 

Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University 

1st Runner-up Team 

and Outstanding 

Student 

5D Lau Hok Him (Howard) 

陳贊一博士聯校微型小說創作獎 推薦獎 

 

5D 朱潔慧 

Inter-secondary School 

Gymnastic Competition 

Floor Exercise 2nd 

Place 

2B Lau Cheuk Lam Kitty 

All Hong Kong Inter-secondary 

School Gymnastic Competition 

Vault Box 4th Place 2B Lau Cheuk Lam Kitty 

The 55th Hong Kong Schools 

Dance Festival 

Highly Commended 

Award 

2C Lam Sau Kwan 

2C To Hau Tung 

2C Yung Hei Tung 

2C Lau Ting Kwan 

2E Law Wing Yiu 

4A Lam Shu Yiu 

4B Ng Yan Tung 

5D Cheung Ching Tung 

5C Cheung Yee Sin 

Honors Award 5C Cheung Yee Sin 

The 4th Top Ten Book 

Borrowers 

Top Ten Book 

Borrowers 

1A Xu Ho Kai  

1A Li Wai Ching 

1B Chung Chun Yiu 

1B Lam Ho Cheuk 

1B Tang Cheuk Ki 

1C Lau Yuet Yan 

1E Chui Hei Yui  

2A Tsang Hin Yuan (Linus) 

2B Xiong Wenwen (Velma) 

3E Chan Sau Ching Ianthe 

Student Achievements 
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Name of Event / Competition Name of Award Student Name and Class 

Hong Kong Secondary Schools 

Debating Competition 

Term 2 Round 1 

Winning Team 

1A Yuan Liao (Leo) 

3A Tang Calvin 

3B Leung Ho Hon (Shawn) 

Term 2 Round 1 

Best Speaker 

3B Leung Ho Hon (Shawn) 

Term 2 Round 2 

Winning Team 

1A Chung Tsoi Wing (Donna) 

3B Lau Hoi Chin Elisa 

3B Fung Yu Ching (Stanley) 

Term 2 Round 2 

Best Speaker 

3B Lau Hoi Chin Elisa 

Term 2 Round 2 

Best Speaker 

4A Chan Wing Lam (Athena) 

S.3 Inter-class Debate 

Competition 

Winning Team 3B Lau Hoi Chin Elisa 

3B Lam Man Hin (Matthew) 

3B Leung Ho Hon (Shawn) 

Best Speaker 3B Leung Ho Hon (Shawn) 

S.2 Inter-class Debate 

Competition 

Winning Team 2A Lau Kei Ching Kasper 

2A Leung Ka Shun (Kason) 

2A Yu Chi Yuen Anton 

Best Speaker 2A Yu Chi Yuen Anton 

S.1 Inter-Class Debate 

Competition 

Winning Team 1A Lee Lok Lam (Koey) 

1A Lee Clive 

1A Yuan Liao (Leo) 

Best Speaker 1A Yuan Liao (Leo) 

Student Achievements 

Student Editorial Team 

Senior Editors: 4A Esther Lin, Eunice Chan, Kahlina Lam, Tiffany Suen, Vicky Ng and  

Wendy Poon 

Junior Editors: 3A Phoebe Yau, Yuko Wan and Calvin Tang; 3B Elisa Lau, Shawn Leung 

and Stanley Fung  

Journalists: 5A Chloe Chan and YY Tse; 5B Viola Chan, Natalie Woo and Edith Wong 

Advisors 

Mr Lin Chun Pong, Ms Nicole Li, Ms Quinto Ho (Designer), Ms Tracy Hui and Mr Ren Pang 


